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Robust Outcome Models Safeguard Patients and Surgeons Alike
J.R. Boyle
Cambridge Vascular Unit, Box 201, Level 6, Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust, Hills Road, Cambridge CB2 2QQ, UKOutcome modeling in surgery was originally established as
a means of comparative audit. Models such as POSSUM were
developed in order to enable temporal or geographical compari-
sons of patient outcomes adjusted for case mix.1
Many early models were developed from general surgical
cohorts containing a variety of surgical episodes and procedures.
Despite, often, disparate diagnoses and procedures, these models
were often demonstrated to perform well.2
The development of procedure or pathology speciﬁc models
followed on the assumption that this would lead to better outcome
prediction. Many different models have been developed for
abdominal aortic aneurysms (AAAs), partly because open surgery
has relatively high mortality rates in both the elective and emer-
gency setting.3,4 Modeling mortality, a deﬁnitive endpoint, is much
easier than modeling morbidity, which is often poorly recorded. In
order to identify groups of patients at greater or lesser risk of
mortality a minimum number of deaths are required to develop
statistically valid models.
The main limitation of this study the small patient numbers
and consequently the low numbers of deaths in both the devel-
opment and validation sets. The total of 20 deaths in the entire
group leads to the wide conﬁdence intervals. The good perfor-
mance of the combined model may be explained simply by its
ability to distinguish between open and endovascular repair. The
usefulness of such a model when the mortality associated with
open repair has been established as three times greater than EVAR
is debatable.5
EVAR has low mortality rates and EVAR models should also be
able to predict longer-term outcome measures, such as re-
intervention rates. The current controversies around EVAR
relate to durability, and models that include anatomical variables
have been demonstrated to predict 3 and 5-year re-intervention
rates.6DOI of original article: 10.1016/j.ejvs.2012.08.011.
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ejvs.2012.09.016There is no doubt that the development of new and more robust
outcome models that adjust for case risk in AAA surgery are
required. We are living in an age of transparency when hospital
AAA mortality rates are already published and in the public
domain.7 The publication of individual surgeon outcomes is on the
horizon. I believe that the development of procedure speciﬁc
models, for elective and emergency open and endovascular aortic
aneurysm repair are required both to help predict outcome for
patients and facilitate audit to safeguard surgeons. These models
would be best constructed from large datasets, such as the UK
National Vascular Database (NVD)4 or by the collaboration of
a number of centers in order to overcome the low event rates of
a single institution that limit the value of this proposed model.
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